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Abstract
There are many wrongly-labeled samples and001
low-quality samples in automatically gener-002
ated Distantly Supervised Relation Extraction003
datasets. Overfitting these samples leads to de-004
cline of generalization. To address this issue,005
the learning of high-quality samples should be006
prioritized. In this paper, we propose the Em-007
phasis on Easy Samples (EES) mechanism to008
emphasize high-quality samples using weight009
distribution regularization at sentence level and010
priority weighting at bag level. Experiments011
on a widely used benchmark show that our ap-012
proach achieves significant improvements.013

1 Introduction014

Distantly Supervised Relation Extraction (DSRE)015

(Mintz et al., 2009) is proposed for effective con-016

struction of knowledge bases. However, it also017

introduces sentences and sentence bags with wrong018

labels, which can be called Noisy Samples. In019

addition, due to the low quality of web-crawled020

corpus, some of the sentences are poorly structured021

or overly ambiguous. Sometimes all the sentences022

in a bag are of low quality. Such sentences and023

sentence bags can be viewed as Hard Samples.024

The remaining well-structured high-quality sam-025

ples with correct labels are Easy Samples. For ex-026

ample, for entity pair david ben-gurion and israel027

with relation /people/person/nationality:028

• Easy Sample: he said israel’s first leader,029

david ben-gurion, ...030

• Noisy Sample: mr.bar-zohar, a noted biogra-031

pher of david ben-gurion, first wrote this book032

... and it was published in israel in december033

2005.034

• Hard Sample: mr.feldman was sent to035

meet quietly with israeli leaders, particularly036

david ben-gurion ..., about matters including037

... and whether israel was building a nuclear038

weapon.039

In the hard sample of the example, the pair entities 040

are far from each other and have no direct connec- 041

tions, making it hard to fit during training. 042

Overfitting noisy and hard samples may hinder 043

the generalization of the model. Therefore, many 044

of previous methods focus on alleviating the impact 045

of noisy and hard samples in the bag (Zeng et al., 046

2015; Lin et al., 2016) or superbag (Yuan et al., 047

2019b; Ye and Ling, 2019). However, there is little 048

discussion about how to distinguish easy samples 049

from the noisy and hard ones. Moreover, without 050

explicitly emphasizing easy samples, overfitting of 051

hard/noisy samples still occurs during the training 052

of previous models (Zhang et al., 2017). 053

To address these issues, we leverage the Logit 054

Margin (LM) (Huang et al., 2021) to capture easy 055

samples and devise a two-level approach named 056

Emphasis on Easy Samples (EES) to avoid over- 057

fitting on hard/noisy samples. At sentence level, 058

we apply regularization on the weight distribution 059

within the sentence bag to emphasize easy sen- 060

tences. At bag level, we introduce a priority weight 061

to prioritize the learning of easy bags while slowing 062

the overfitting of hard/noisy bags. 063

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 064

• We are the first one to address the overfitting 065

of low-quality samples in DSRE. We utilize 066

the logit matrix to measure the sample quality. 067

• We design the EES mechanism, which high- 068

lights high-quality sentences and sentence 069

bags during training, to alleviate the overfit- 070

ting problem. No extra parameters are needed 071

in our approach. 072

• The experiments show that our method sig- 073

nificantly improve the generalization of the 074

model. 075

2 Related Work 076

Distantly Supervised Relation Extraction (Mintz 077

et al., 2009) is proposed for automatic annotation 078
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in large-scale relation extraction. To alleviate the079

impact of noisy sentences introduced by the strong080

assumption of DSRE, multi-instance learning for081

DSRE is proposed (Riedel et al., 2010), followed082

by various noise-reduction methods. Some meth-083

ods only select valuable sentences and drop the084

rest (Zeng et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2018; Feng085

et al., 2018). For better information utilization,086

sentence-level attention is applied by Lin et al.087

(2016) to dynamically reduce the weight of noisy088

sentences. Yuan et al. (2019a) down-weights the089

sentences with low similarity to the best sentence090

in the bag. As an attempt to alleviate noisy bag091

problem, Yuan et al. (2019b) and Ye and Ling092

(2019) employ bag-level attention under each su-093

perbag. There are also soft label methods (Liu et al.,094

2017; Wang et al., 2018) that avoid using noisy095

relation labels. However, explicitly distinguish-096

ing high-quality (easy) samples from low-quality097

(hard/noisy) ones remains a challenge for DSRE.098

Moreover, overfitting of hard/noisy samples during099

training is not discussed in previous work.100

According to Pleiss et al. (2020) and Huang101

et al. (2021), the logit matrix can be utilized to dis-102

tinguish easy samples from hard/noisy ones. Fur-103

thermore, we apply the Logit Margin (Huang et al.,104

2021) as the reference for sample quality to em-105

phasize easy samples during training and avoid106

overfitting of hard/noisy samples.107

3 Methodology108

Figure 1: The overall procedure of our method.

As shown in Figure 1, our methods is a two-level109

approach. At sentence level, we calculate the LM110

score of the sentence and use it as the reference for111

dynamically-learned weight distribution. At bag112

level, we leverage the LM score of the bag as the113

priority weight for optimization. Further details114

will be discussed in this section. 115

3.1 Input Representations 116

The representation of each word in the sentence 117

consists of two parts: word embedding and position 118

embeddings. Each word is first mapped into a 119

dw-dimensional word embedding vj ∈ Rdw . To 120

describe the relative distance to the two entities, 121

the position embeddings pe1j , pe2j ∈ Rdp , proposed 122

by Zeng et al. (2014), are concatenated with the 123

word embedding to form the representation of each 124

word wj = [vj ; p
e1
j ; pe2j ] of dw + 2dp dimensions. 125

3.2 Sentence Encoder 126

The sentence encoder in our model can be em- 127

ployed as a variety of neural encoders such as 128

CNNs and RNNs. Since the Piecewise Convolution 129

(PCNN) layer (Zeng et al., 2015) is widely used 130

in previous work, we employ it as the default sen- 131

tence encoder. The PCNN contains a convolution 132

layer and a piecewise max-pooling layer. The input 133

sentence is processed by a CNN with dc filters and 134

window size l. Then, piecewise max-pooling is 135

adopted to extract features from the three segments 136

of CNN outputs, which are segmented by the po- 137

sitions of the two entities. Finally, the sentence 138

representation s ∈ R3dc is obtained by concatenat- 139

ing the max-pooled outputs of the three segments. 140

3.3 Classifier 141

Our model follows Lin et al. (2016) and uses 142

soft attention over the sentences (ATT) in multi- 143

instance learning layer. The attention weight αi 144

for the ith sentence is calculated using the bilinear 145

form: 146

ei = siAr (1) 147
148

αi =
exp(ei)∑
j exp(ej)

(2) 149

where A is a weighted diagonal matrix, and r is the 150

query vector indicating the relation. For each entity 151

pair, the logit score for the bag o is calculated from 152

the bag representation x, which is the weighted 153

sum of sentence representations: 154

x =
∑
i

αisi (3) 155

156
o = Mx+ d (4) 157

where M is the representation matrix of the rela- 158

tions and d is the bias vector. 159
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3.4 Emphasis on Easy Samples (EES)160

The goal of EES is to prioritize the learning of easy161

samples and avoid overfitting hard/noisy samples.162

The first step is to distinguish them. As observed163

in Pleiss et al. (2020), the model fits easy samples164

better than hard/noisy ones, especially in the early165

epochs. Such difference is reflected in the logit166

matrix, where easy samples have prominent val-167

ues on the logit corresponding to the label relation.168

Therefore, we utilize the difference between the169

logit value of the label relation and the maximum170

logit of other relations, which is the Logit Margin171

(LM) (Huang et al., 2021), to distinguish easy sam-172

ples from hard/noisy ones. The LM is calculated173

as follows:174

LM = oj∗ −max
j ̸=j∗

oj (5)175

where j∗ is the given DS label. The easy samples176

tend to have higher LM scores than hard samples.177

In contrast, The LM scores of noisy samples are178

more likely to be negative.179

At sentence level, we hope that easy sentences180

have larger proportion in the weight distribution.181

Focusing on the easy sentences is also consistent182

with the at-least-one assumption (Riedel et al.,183

2010). Therefore, we design a regularization term184

to minimize the difference D between relative185

magnitude of LM and the distribution of attention186

weights:187

αLM
i =

exp(LM sen
i )∑

j exp(LM
sen
j )

(6)188

189
D = KL(αLM , α) (7)190

where LM sen
i represents the LM of i-th sentence191

in the bag. The difference D is calculate as the192

KL-divergence between α and αLM , where αLM193

is the target distribution.194

At bag level, to prioritize the learning of easy195

bags, we introduce a priority weight based on the196

LM score of the bag. The calculation is simple:197

Wi = exp(LM bag
i ) (8)198

where LM bag
i is the LM value for the i-th bag.199

Since easy bags have larger LM scores, their prior-200

ity weights are much larger than hard/noisy bags.201

Thus, the easy bags are prioritized in the optimiza-202

tion. In contrast, the priority weights of noisy bags203

are very small due to exp of negative values. The204

LM scores of hard bags are generally close to 0, so205

the magnitude of weight is dynamically controlled206

in a viable range (near 1).207

3.5 Loss Function 208

Our model aims to maximize the conditional prob- 209

ability for the target relation given the sentence bag 210

of the entity pair: 211

p(yi|s, θ) =
oi∑

j exp(oj)
(9) 212

With Emphasis on Easy Sample, the loss func- 213

tion is implemented as cross entropy with priority 214

weight W on sentence bag and regularization term 215

D on weight distribution within the bag: 216

L(sj , θ) = Wj(−
∑
i

logp(yji|sj , θ)+Dj) (10) 217

218
L(θ) =

∑
j

L(sj , θ) + β||θ||2 (11) 219

where β is a hyper-parameter to restrict the L2 220

regularization. 221

4 Experiments 222

Experiments are conducted on widely used NYT- 223

10 (Riedel et al., 2010) benchmark to test our ap- 224

proach. We first introduce the details of dataset and 225

experiment settings before presenting our results. 226

4.1 Dataset and Settings 227

NYT-10 is a standard dataset constructed by align- 228

ing relation facts in Freebase (Bollacker et al., 229

2008) with the New York Times corpus. It has 230

281k training entity pairs , 97k testing entity pairs 231

and 53 relation classes. 232

Parameter Value

Batch size b 128
Word embedding size dw 50

Position embedding size dp 5
Sentence length l 70

Hidden size dc 230
Window Size l 7
Learning rate lr 0.001

Dropout probability pr 0.3
L2 penalty β 1e-04

Table 1: Parameter settings.

The hyper-parameters are shown in Table 1. In 233

the experiments, we use Adam(Kingma and Ba, 234

2014) optimizer to optimize our model. We com- 235

pare the models in terms of precision at top N pre- 236

dictions(P@N) and precision-recall curve. 237
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Methods
One Two All

100 200 300 mean 100 200 300 mean 100 200 300 mean

(Lin et al., 2016) 73.3 69.2 60.8 67.8 77.2 71.6 66.1 71.6 76.2 73.1 67.4 72.2
PCNN+ATT (ours) 79.0 71.5 61.6 70.7 81.0 74.5 67.6 74.4 84.0 75.5 71.3 76.9
PCNN+ATT+D 79.0 71.0 64.0 71.3 83.0 75.5 70.0 76.1 84.0 76.0 72.3 77.4
PCNN+ATT+W 79.0 73.0 67.0 73.0 85.0 78.0 70.3 77.8 88.0 85.0 77.6 83.6
PCNN+ATT+EES 84.0 78.0 66.7 76.2 87.0 80.5 75.3 80.9 92.0 86.0 78.7 85.6

Table 2: P@N values of the models on NYT-10. Bold numbers indicate the best results. One/Two/All means
randomly selecting one/two/all sentence(s) in each testing entity pair with more than one sentence.
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Figure 2: The precision-recall curve of the models.

4.2 Comparison with Previous Work238

In the experiments, we select the widely used239

PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) model as the base-240

line. We implement PCNN+ATT using our own set-241

tings and achieve better performance than the orig-242

inal paper. We repeat the training multiple times243

and report the median. As shown in Table 2 and244

Figure 2, the PCNN+ATT+EES achieves signifi-245

cantly better results comparing with PCNN+ATT,246

indicating that the model trained with EES gen-247

eralize better to test set. It is because that EES248

prevents overfitting on low-quality samples and249

improves the generalization of the model. Note250

that our implementations use the same set/amount251

of parameters, which means that the improvement252

comes solely from better training.253

4.3 Ablation Study254

To further explore the effects of the components,255

we conduct ablation study using two variants:256

PCNN+ATT+D and PCNN+ATT+W . D indicates257

the regularization on intra-bag weight distribution258

and W is the priority weighting on sentence bags.259

The result shows that both weight distribution regu-260

larization D and priority weighting W improve the 261

overall performance. Although weight distribution 262

regularization seems less effective, in practice, the 263

training of model is much slower without it. The 264

reason is that without explicitly emphasizing easy 265

sentences, the model may make false prediction 266

based on hard/noisy sentences in the bag. There- 267

fore, combining both D and W is strongly recom- 268

mended. 269

5 Conclusions and Future Work 270

In this paper, we propose a two-level Emphasis on 271

Easy Samples mechanism to improve the gener- 272

alization of DSRE model. At sentence level, the 273

regularization term on intra-bag weight distribution 274

is employed to emphasize high-quality sentences in 275

the bag. At bag level, we apply the priority weight 276

to promote the learning of high-quality sentence 277

bags. The experimental results show that our ap- 278

proach significantly improves the generalization of 279

the model on unseen data. 280

In the future, we will conduct more experiments 281

using other existing frameworks. There are still 282

some limitations, for example, the regularization 283

on attention weight distribution is not applicable 284

to non-attentive methods such as reinforcement 285

learning. In addition, the start-up of our model is 286

slower because the LM scores are generally low in 287

the early stage of training. 288
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